PAULA WAKES AGAIN.
HER BODY ACHING FROM HER CAPTORS' ROUGH TREATMENT...

W-WHERE
AM I...?

WITH THE BROKEN FUEL LINE
WE JUST RIGGED, THIS CAR'S
GONNA TO CATCH ON FIRE AND
EXPLODE - AND YOU'RE GONNA
END UP A PRETTY PILE
OF ASHES!

THIS IS MY CAR!
WHAT MORE ARE
THEY PLANNING TO DO?
BETWEEN THE SEATBELT
AND DUCT TAPE, I CAN
BARELY MOVE!

GLAD YOU'RE
AWAKE, NOT
STUFF!

YOU'RE ABOUT TO
SUFFER AN 'UNFORTUNATE
ACCIDENT'. YOU'RE GOING TO
LOSE CONTROL, BECAUSE OF A
FAULTY BRAKE PEDAL AND HIT
ONE OF THOSE BIG TREES AT
THE BOTTOM OF
THE HILL!

I CAN'T REACH
THE DOOR HANDLE!
THINK, PAULA! I HAVE
TO FIND A WAY OUT OF
THIS, BEFORE IT'S
TOO LATE!

SIT TIGHT,
GORGEOUS. IT
WILL ALL BE OVER
SOON!

MMMFF!
THEY'RE
MURDERERS!

MMMFF!
SHUT UP AND PUSH SO WE CAN GET OUT OF HERE!

LISTEN TO HER TRYING TO SCREAM THROUGH THAT GAG. HA HA!

SLOWLY THE CAR ROLLS FORWARD...

I’M ONLY GOING TO HAVE A FEW SECONDS ONCE THE CAR STARTS TO MOVE! I’VE GOT TO GET LOOSE!

THAT SHOULD DO IT. LET’S REPORT BACK TO DOCTOR HOWARD.

THERE’S NO STOPPING IT NOW!
Wait! They disconnected the brake pedal, but maybe not the parking brake! If I can just reach the lever—

Almost.....!

GOT IT!

I'm slowing, but not enough to stop. I'm still going to hit—

Mmmmpfff!

The fuel line! This car will explode any minute. I have to get out of here before I burn to death!

CR--AASSH

Mmmmpfff!

That's going to leave a mark! But I'm alive! That jolt helped to loosen the seatbelt. Now if I can just—
FULL LENGTH ADVENTURES!

TRAIL OF THE DEADLY DIAMONDS
Paula’s first full color GRAPHIC NOVEL! With the help of Rio, a long-time friend and informant, Paula uncovers the operations of a corrupt diamond smuggler, only to find herself the target of a series of villainous death traps. 48 pages. $19.95.

PAULA PERIL DVD COMBO PACK
The essential parts of any Paula Peril Collection! The DVD stars Valerie Perez as the world’s most peril-prone reporter in her first feature-length movie. The 196-page graphic novel reprints the classic first six issues of Paula Peril comics in one action-packed volume! Just $49.95 - a 25% savings!

READ THE ENTIRE COLLECTION!
The world’s sexiest investigative reporter comes to life in the peril-packed series from creator James Watson and numerous talented artists: New comics are now FULL COLOR and can be downloaded easily to read at home. Paula “Peril” Perillo takes on the toughest stories, falling prey to organized crime and supernatural villains as she exposes evil.

FULL COLOR COMICS - FOR DOWNLOAD
www.paulaperiliadventures.com
DANGER lies beneath the SURFACE!

PAULA PERIL
AND THE
HIDDEN CITY

The Best-Reviewed Paula Peril movie yet!
8.9/10 IMDB

“A wonderful, "peril-packed" romp...!”

“Valerie Perez hits it out of the park with her portrayal as the often times reckless, intelligent, and strong-willed Paula. She owns this role, and I could never see anyone else capture the character so perfectly.”

www.paulaperiladventures.com